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Abstract : The iterative scheme which is used to treat buildup factors for stratified shields is being investigated here using the
layer-splitting technique. A simple suggested formalism for the scheme based on the Kalos’ formula is introduced, based on
which the implementation of the testing technique is carried out. The second layer in a double-layer shield was split into two
equivalent  layers  and  the  scheme  (with  the  suggested  formalism)  was  implemented  on  the  new  “three-layer”  shield
configuration. The results of such manipulation on water-lead and water-iron shields combinations are presented here for 1
MeV photons. It was found that splitting the second layer introduces some deviation on the overall buildup factor value. This
expected deviation appeared to be higher in the case of low Z layer followed by high Z. However, the overall performance of
the iterative scheme showed a great consistency and strong coherence even with the introduced changes. The introduced
layer-splitting testing technique shows the capability to be implemented in test the iterative scheme with a wide range of
formalisms.
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